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The Family Heart: A Memoir Of When
Our Son Came Out

"ASTONISHINGLY MOVING...The Family Heart is a tough and challenging work, for it reminds us
that empathy is a humble but radical virtue, if lived."--USA Today" I'm gay.' Every day, parents
around the world hear those words from their children. Most are utterly unprepared for them. By
writing The Family Heart, Robb Forman Dew has done such parents an extraordinary service."--The
Washington Post Book World"TOUCHINGLY WRITTEN."--The Boston Globe"At the heart of this
memoir lies a true epiphany: the author's sudden, galvanizing awareness of the suicidal
consequences of homophobia. It is a chilling moment, and it is described with a writer's eloquence
and a mother's rage....Dew's intense imagination, combined with her ignorance of homosexuality,
was as much a hindrance as a help, and it is to her credit that she has recorded the occasionally
wacky assumptions and painful readjustments of her own odyssey with such care and humor."--The
New Yorker"POETIC, HONEST."--Fort Worth Star-Telegram"Eloquent and absorbing...The true
testament of Mrs. Dew and her husband as parents, and the most powerful moments of this
inspiring memoir, occur when they come out' to their community as parents of a gay child....Though
Mrs. Dew imparts a lot of self-gained wisdom in this perceptive and beautifully articulated story, in
the end she realizes she has something she has always had--a strong loving family and two good
sons."--The Dallas Morning News"AMEN FROM ANY MOTHER, EVERY MOTHER."--Anna
Quindlen The New York Times
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I found the book to be more a look into the priviledged life than a look into parents dealing with a

gay son. The dialogue between parents and son were wonderful to read, but unfortunately, there
was very little of it. The book begins with Steve, the Dews' 19 y.o. son, coming home to
Massachusetts for the summer after his second year at Yale. After a few days at home, he comes
out to his mother when she asks if he's dated any girls at school. His mother comforts him and tells
him she still loves him. Later that night, she tells her husband, and he rushes to comfort Steve, also
telling him that he will love him no matter what. Throughout the rest of the book, the author
discusses the summer, Steve coming out to his younger brother, how the family deals with
homophobia from schools and supposed friends, and their eventual involvement with PFLAG. As a
lesbian, I was really looking forward to reading this book to get a glimpse of what my parents might
have gone through when I first came out. Some of the dialogue ran true for me, but for the most
part, I couldn't relate to the author's life enough to enjoy the book. Mostly I just couldn't relate to the
family's lifestyle. The two sons both went to private schools and only saw their parents every few
months. Then, during the summer when Steve came out, he was only home for a few weeks before
the family drove down to VA to his brother's graduation. After the graduation, the brothers went off
to Mexico for a Spanish-language immersion program for 6 weeks, leaving directly from D.C. While I
appreciate Steve's mother writing a book about her son's homosexuality, the book was primarily
about the author since her son was never around. When she said she was shocked that he was
gay, I slapped my head thinking "Of course she didn't know!
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